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‘For the love of technology and the hatred of its vices’
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Today is just like any other day for him; the only difference is that he is on a 
very important assignment today. It is not like he has ever been on a less 
important assignment since he decided to take on his ‘damn work’- as his angry 
mother described his job the first time he ran home happily to tell her he had 
gotten a job. Right from his high school days he had always knew this was the job 
he was made for and he cannot imagine himself doing something else.

He got up and opened the silk curtain in his room which his mother and 
sister had insisted he use in decorating his bachelor home when he made known 
his intention to move out of his parents’ house after he got his first job.

As expected his mother disagreed, initially, which was a normal reaction but 
at the end she let go of him though she still worries about how he feeds himself 
and takes care of himself generally. He is thirty-two years of age but this tiny fact 
seem to always elude his mother. 

He rushed into the shower and dragged his mind to the imbroglio at hand; 
the very situation that has made him stay awake for hours every day of the week 
for about three months. He still can’t comprehend the reason this case is a very 
hard one to crack. He had exhausted all the techniques he was taught in school 
and all the ones he had acquired since he started working. The strict and firm 
warnings of his boss keep ringing in his head vehemently. 
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His boss had summoned him to the headquarters few days ago and had told 
him in a very clear and undisputable manner that he might lose his job if he 
doesn’t get to the root of the case very soon.

Mr. Wilson, the Director of Cyber Criminal Matters Unit (CCMU) cannot 
relieve him of his job, but his threat almost sounded convincing and real. 
Inasmuch as he tries to reassure himself that Mr. Wilson could not relieve him of 
this job, he was still a little bit scared and he has made up his mind to gear up and 
get to the bottom of this case even if he might to die from sleeplessness. 

 He packed his files as he dressed up, his eyes roving round the room like a 
bat on a death mission, looking for its prey. His eyes stopped on the cans of 
NESCAFE he had taken in months just to keep him awake all night. He made a 
mental note to dispose the cans into the thrash to avoid a row with his mother 
should in case she shows up unannounced and sees that her dear son has not 
been sleeping.

Mrs. Faulkner is not just a mother by name or title; she carries her duty to 
the last. He grabbed the tie his mother gave him few weeks ago after she had 
complained that the tie he was using reminded her of everything she hates in a tie. 
Since the death of his father few years ago, his mother does nothing else but to 
fuss over his sister and himself, even though it gets too much sometimes, he 
doesn’t have the courage to tell her no. 

He really doesn’t want to break his mother’s heart. He wonders if she really 
has a heart that can be broken. He has never met or seen a woman as strong as 
his mother, the only time her defenses went down like Jerusalem’s wall was when 
the doctor had declared that their father didn’t make it out of surgery.
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His mother had wept uncontrollably and no one could console her, in fact 
for a while, he had thought his mother was also going to die because it was like 
she lost the will to live.  His parents were very close. No one could get between 
them. According to his aunts and uncles, his father had lost his head since the day 
he first saw his mother at a function. The feeling was mutual and before anyone 
could say Jabberwocky they were already tying the knot and saying the dreadful, 
‘till death do us part’. 

Many had thought the wedding wasn’t going to last because of the speed at 
which they had gotten married, but theirs’ was an exception to the general rule, 
they were so close and they practically doted over each other. They were married 
for thirty five years before his father’s death. 

So it was not shocking when his mother almost died after her husband’s 
death. Seriously, to think that such love exists is like asking for too much.

  He grabbed his NESCAFE and entered his new model Camry, he doesn’t 
need to lock his house doors since they are kind of computerized. As far as he is 
concerned he doesn’t get how this computer thing works especially the 
networking part but for the sake of his job he knows the basics. 

Unlike him, his sister and dad were both computer maniacs, in short 
anything that has to do with technology. The thought of his sister the second time 
since he woke up brought a kind of odd smile to his face.

**********************************************************

 Thank heavens, the traffic isn’t heavy yet, that is his reward for leaving his 
house as early as 5a.m., to get to work. Many call this hour an ungodly hour, but 
for him since he took up this job there has been nothing like an ungodly hour for 
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him; he gets called at any time, be it the godly hours and the ungodly hours. He 
rarely spends much time at home since he is mostly in his office or on the road 
trying to make Cyber Criminal Matters Unit, one of the best anti-crime 
departments in the country. 

More so, he likes the excitement that flows in his veins anytime he is on a 
case, but this time around, the adrenaline rush is not just there. He maneuvered 
his way out of the traffic that was starting to build up. 

After few minutes, his destination came into view; a very tall building 
dressed coolly in a brown and cream paint, CCMU has several units and few 
workers. According to the management, this is to make the agency more discreet, 
thus the need for the few workers to work four times their actual work. If he is 
asked for his opinion, he will simply say that the government is just trying to save 
money.

 He waited patiently for the cars in front of him to get checked at the 
security post as this is the practice of CCMU; your car enters a kind of housed 
garage, the car gets scanned by some technology for any weapon or device that 
might pose a threat to CCMU; after about a minute, one either gets welcomed by a 
sweet voice telling you, ‘You may proceed carefully to the parking space. Have a 
nice day at CCMU, thank you’, or an annoyingly blaring noise dismissing you. 

After he was checked, he proceeded to the agency’s parking space, grabbed 
his NESCAFE, suitcase and entered into the building that has been draining his 
strength these past months. He really hates staying on a case for too long when 
there are other cases to be dealt with. He greeted those who greeted him as 
everyone is hurrying to get down to the day’s business. There is always a rush in 
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CCMU, so you never get past telling anyone ‘hello’ and you don’t wait to hear the 
reply. As his office stood before him, he started feeling nervous. BRIAN FAULKNER, 
SENIOR DETECTIVE at CYBER CRIME AND OTHER RELATED MATTERS, RANK 5, CCMU, 
Brian read the inscription on his glass door and he felt the nervousness leaving 
him. He entered his office and got down to work.

 Brian has been working on the case of an anonymous person who has 
turned himself into a nuisance and a threat on the internet. The person is on so 
many social networks and has found way into the websites of so many 
corporations and individuals, under the internet name- PIOUS105, only that there 
is nothing pious about this person. Pious105 has become a pain in the ass to 
everyone, thus the reason for the pressure on CCMU and Brian to bring the culprit 
to limelight. Even Brian acknowledges the fact that this Pious105, the computer 
geek is good at what he does, only that toes are being stepped on. Corporate 
bodies, organizations, individuals and even government websites are not left out, 
no matter how good the firewalls of these websites are, Pious105 bypasses it 
without any trouble and the damage he causes is always beyond repair.

The first website that was hit was owned by a famous and popular blogger 
who deals with teens problems. Wright Blues, the owner of TEENS HOME is a 
popular blogger, his blog is a platform where he advises teens on various matters 
especially sexual issues, and he has a chat room in his blog where he converses 
with each teen individually and sometimes in group. In fact, most parent advice 
their kids to talk to Wright on matters they can’t discuss with them. Only God 
knows the kind of lazy parents we have these days. 

Wright Blues is a very peculiar man. He rose to the peak from nothing. He 
wasn’t born with a silver spoon or even a wooden spoon. He was born without any 
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spoon. No one really knows much about him before he became a multimillionaire 
blogger. That is how life is, no one gives a dime about you when you are nothing 
but once you become something; you will be surprised at the numbers of relatives 
you have.  

Wright had received many awards locally and internationally. He is the face 
of many organizations and companies. His blog is strictly for teens. His blog was 
doing well until it was suddenly shut down by someone. The mysterious person 
was of course Pious105 (as it was later discovered), the blog was permanently 
shut down and no matter how many ICT experts try to correct this, and they kept 
on reaching a dead end.

Initially, everyone thought it was a network problem. Wright declared on a 
televised interview that it was a technical problem and that it was being worked 
on but after weeks, the issue was taken up seriously. Wright claimed he was sure 
it was a prank by some computer geek. CCMU got wind of this issue and took it up. 
Even the best expert from MIT in the country couldn’t solve the issue, he was only 
able to trace the hacking to a username with Pious105, the username appeared on 
so many social networks but the location and the IP address kept bouncing from 
one country to another. After a little while, the blog’s home page started 
displaying ‘SHUT DOWN PERMANENTLY, I SAW YOU BLUES’ and this was when Blues 
admitted that his blog had been hacked into and he demanded that the criminal be 
brought to question. This marked the beginning of Brian’s nightmare.

The reason Pious105 targeted Blues blog remains a mystery, every teen 
seem to love this blog, even Brian had once thought of telling his kid sister to join 
the chat room since she rarely open up to their mother or him.  
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*****************************************************************
*****************************************************************

Home from home is one of the leading orphanage homes in the country; the 
orphanage has been established long before anyone can actually remember. It is a 
non -governmental organization. HFH has in so many ways helped orphans. In fact, 
the government recognizes it as the best orphanage home in the country, HFH 
provides for these children academically and morally. Children are being sent 
abroad to further their education or career annually.

So one could understand why every Tom, Dick and Harry were angry when Pious 
made them a target of this ridicule. Their internet networking was shut down and 
all signals jammed. Unlike the shutting down of Blues which took weeks, HFH's 
internet networking was down within days. His username was discovered but his 
IP address could not be obtained. The fact that Pious picked on HFH is still a 
mystery. Therefore, it became mystery which CCMU is dedicated to solve.

He was now becoming a pain in Brian’s ass.

The CEO of HFH, granted many media interviews and she spoke passionately on the 
tragedy which had been dealt on them by Pious. She urged the government to 
bring an end to the acts.

Pious’ hacking soon became the headline in every news and newspaper. Even the 
office of the President became interested in the issue. CCMU was summoned to 
the GREAT VILLA for a meeting to discuss how to put the hacker who has become 
everyone’s nightmare behind the bar.

Brian settled down and brought out all the files he has on pious. Not that he has so 
many anyways. When he was initially assigned to the case, he had thought it was a 
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very simple matter. The first thing he did was to bring up all the information of all 
the hackers on CCMU’s database. He went through the profile of each hacker 
thoroughly, including their modus operandi, but none matched that of Pious. In 
fact, the modus operandi of all the hackers seems to be the same with one 
another but they were very different from that of Pious. He later decided to look 
up the location of each hacker on the assumption that they might be dealing with a 
past hacker with an elevated style of hacking. He did a thorough checking because 
he wanted to be sure he was not leaving any stone unturned. He and his partners- 
not that he has many – Cade Newton and Vanessa Vim looked up on all the hackers 
but everything they did came to nothing. 

Nothing led them to Pious. 

The hackers that were not in prison had long given up on hacking. Vanessa 
suggested that they should try to connect with Pious on social networks.. She was 
always online at the same time on all the social networks. Pious chats like every 
other normal person that you sometimes have to wonder if this could actually be 
the bad guy. Vanessa sent her friend requests on all the social networks under 
different usernames but after a while, Pious told her that he knew who Vanessa 
was and eventually cuts off all links with her. On some social networks Pious is a 
boy and on others a girl. Brian told his partners that it had to be a boy because no 
girl could be that wicked and evil.

‘Brian, have you seen the latest update?’ Vanessa’s voice interrupted Brian’s 
thinking and he looked up with a deep frown on his face. An outsider would have 
thought he had grudges against Vanessa but the truth is that Brian adores and 
admires her a lot.
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‘Give your frown a rest boy, because by the time you see this update your head is 
going to spin so hard that you will need all the frowns you’ve ever saved’, Vanessa 
told Brian in her usual half serious manner.

Vanessa is a very delicate looking agent, the type you will call, ‘handle with care’ 
but in truth she is far from delicate. She is the best female martial artist CCMU 
has got. ‘What is it this time? I am too busy. I will see the update when I am free’

‘Trust me, you won’t want to miss this, more so, if I have to wait till you are done it 
won’t be a latest update anymore.’

‘What is it about?’

‘I hate to spoil your mood but it is our bad boy hacker again.’

‘That is no news Vanessa, it has been Pious for the past three months, seriously I 
am busy, give whatever you’ve got to Cade, I will join you both later’, he said 
dismissively.

‘Brian, are you listening at all?’ Vanessa raised her voice higher and this time it 
was with all seriousness. Brian knows Vanessa never raises her voice unless the 
issue is dead serious or it is about cake. Vanessa can do anything for cake. Almost 
anything.

Brian got up without hesitating. He wondered how on earth Pious has become a 
very disturbing and annoying pest in his life. He followed Vanessa into the 
conference room where everyone including his boss was waiting for him. He 
spared them all a glance before sitting, obviously Pious has done it again and his 
instinct tells him that it is worse this time.
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Vanessa switched on the giant LED television in the conference room and they all 
saw the breaking news that was been repeatedly aired. ‘Pious threatens to shut 
down the whole government network if no one does something to clear the whole 
mess, the big question on everyone’s mouth and mind is, ‘what exactly is the 
mess?’

‘Where did this message come from this time?’

‘According to our Intel from the media, we were told that at exactly…’

‘Can you please spare us all the long boring detail and answer the question’, a 
voice belonging to Brian interrupted the PRO of CCMU. The guy surely likes 
oratory. He must belong to the generation of the Menenius Aggripa.

‘Pious sent a video containing the message to the press and it self destructed 
after the video had played.’

‘What exactly do you think the mess means because personally, I think this Pious 
guy is the mess but for him to mention another mess, I am confused. So what 
exactly is the mess he is referring to?’, Mr. Wilson asked no one in particular. 

‘Unless the mess is cleaned, something tells me the guy won’t stop’, Rick from the 
Analyst department said the obvious.

‘Exactly’, Wilson banged his fist on the conference table and everyone almost fled. 
Wilson shares a similar temper with Zeus. They both can make the room tremble. 
‘Which is what I have been telling you all, Brian and co, do something on this fast 
and get a hold of this Pious and stop sitting around telling me what your instincts 
tells you.’ With that Wilson stormed out of the conference room leaving behind him 
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a bad atmosphere. Brian also left the conference room and Vanessa followed him 
trying to catch up with his magical long strides.

‘Brian, wait up, we need to talk’

‘There is nothing to say, we’ve got work to do’

‘Do I have to keep running to catch up with you?’

‘Vanessa all you have to do is get back to your office and work’

Vanessa did a double somersault and tripped Brian off his feet and before Brian 
could say Jack Robinson, he was lying flat on his back with Vanessa’s foot on his 
chest.

‘Do I always have to do this, to make you stop and listen to me?’

Brian tried to remove her feet and get up but he couldn’t

‘Van please let me get up’

‘I think you are better in this position, over the years I have discovered that it 
makes you listen better. So, this is what I want to tell you, I think you need to rest 
for a while…’

‘Are you nuts? How can you even say rest after what the boss just said to us all’, 
Brian interrupted her.

‘…and come back to the office and let us fix the puzzle, maybe our answer lies in 
what we are not looking at’, she continued as if Brian had not interrupted her.

‘Seriously Van…’
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‘Brian, I hate to remind you that I am your senior here, but you always make me do 
so. Brian this is not up for discussion, this is an order. You may be the head of this 
case but I am still your senior.’

Vanessa took her foot off him, left him gaping at her as she went back to her 
office, she rarely pulls the seniority thing but sometimes that is the only way to 
get Brian do what she wants. Though it feels good to show him who the senior is 
sometimes.
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Few minutes later, Brian was parking his car in his parents’ garage; he still 
couldn’t believe Van just told him to rest in the middle of the unrest Pious is 
creating every second, he has known Van to be easygoing but sometimes she 
could be a wildcat just like this afternoon. She rarely uses her martial skill in the 
office, until this afternoon he had forgotten Van is his senior; they have become so 
close that Van seems just like his junior even sometimes.

Just before he could knock, his mum came out smiling at him, Madam Faulkner as 
she likes to be called is a very tall and agile woman in her sixties, she has an ever 
smiling face except when the doctor announced the death of her husband.

‘To what do we owe this visit this afternoon son’, she teased Brian as she gave him 
an affectionate hug that might seem odd for an onlooker but Brian knew better 
than to reject it. No child of Madam Faulkner can say no to her hug no matter how 
old that child is.

‘Is it so wrong to visit or do I have to book an appointment?’

‘Of course no, just that since you started Pious whatever case, you seem to forget 
that we exist’

His mother’s accusation hurt him though he knew she didn’t mean to hurt him.
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‘I am sorry mum, I…’

‘Let us go in dearie, and then we can talk better’

They entered the house. Brian felt a kind of calmness, indeed no place like home, 
his mother’s favourite vanilla cake smell hit his nose and he made a mental note to 
get Van some.

‘So mum, where is Sunny?’

‘Oh, she is in her room; she spends so much time on her computer doing God 
knows what. She rarely comes out these days. I am sure she doesn’t even know 
that you are here.’

Brian sensed his mother’s displeasure at his sister’s attitude and he rose to go to 
her room.

‘Mom, let me check on her’

‘I have to ring her cell phone first before going to her room’

‘What do you mean mom?’

‘She locks her door and she is always engrossed with her system that she doesn’t 
hear anyone knock’

Brian couldn’t believe his ears; Sunny has grown to be something else. Sunny use 
to be very quiet. Too quiet.

‘Mom did you watch the latest news on TV about…,’ Sunny stopped whatever she 
wanted to say as soon as she noticed Brian. She gave him her Medusa look and 
Brian almost turned to a statue.
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‘Sunshine, I was just coming to your room when mom told me we had to book an 
appointment with your secretary to see you’, Brian informed her jokingly.

‘Hello Brian, what the hell are you doing here? Thought you should be at work or 
your house, anywhere but here’, she replied.

‘It seems you have also forgotten that this is also my father’s house’ 

‘Oh, well then, the prodigal son finally returns. Mom, I will see you later’, she 
turned her back to mother and son and walked back to her room.

‘Sunshine, you were about asking if I saw something on TV’, her mother prompted.

‘Never mind mum, we could talk about that later’.

‘Sunshine I am not done talking to you’, Brian said in an attempt to stop her from 
going to the room.

‘Oh, big bossy brother but I am done talking with you, and I didn’t also realize I 
have to take your permission before going to my room in my father’s house. Just 
watch me as I go’, and with that she walked out on her brother.

She also made it a point to slam her door so hard that it got the already shocked 
mother and son startled. The girl surely knows how to make her point clear.

Brian took his seat absently and stared blankly at his mother like he was waiting 
for an explanation for his sister’s behavior.

‘Baby, don’t mind your sister, maybe she is just not in the mood’

‘Really, mum, do you seriously believe that? She is never in the mood. There is no 
day I see her and she is happy to see me’
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‘Oh, his mother lamented’, don’t take Sunny’s attitude to heart, she was just 
surprised to see you, that’s all’

‘Surprised indeed no wonder she couldn’t wait to walk out on me and slam the 
door in a get- the- hell- out- of- here- manner.’

‘Brian don’t be so childish, just give her a little time.’

Brian inhaled deeply and looked into her mother’s pleading eyes. She has this kind 
of look that can’t make you refuse her anything.

‘Alright mum, but hope you don’t get bored always since the computer geek seems 
to have met some alien in her cyber world and won’t talk to anyone’.

‘Oh! I don’t get bored much dear. I take some newly married wives baking lessons 
four times in a week, so there is no way I can get bored.’

‘Alright mum, just don’t overdo it, you know you really don’t have to do it, dad left 
enough fortune to last you for a century’

‘I know son, but you know I hate to be idle. When your father was alive, I made him 
all forms of pastries and cookies and since he is no more and my kids are too old 
to be interested in my cakes anymore, I thought it would be a nice thing to take 
few newlyweds lessons’

Brian crossed to where his mother was and hugged her passionately before 
kissing her deeply on both sides of her cheek. That gesture did a lot more than he 
could have said. She returned his hug in a like manner. After a while, mother and 
son released each other.
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‘By the way mum, speaking of cakes, I want to get Van, some part of your precious 
vanilla cake, if you don’t mind’

‘Of course, cut as much as you like and send my regards to your Van’

‘Mum, she is not my Van; she is just my partner and a senior one at that’

‘Speaking of work how is your search for Pious going? I almost laughed my head 
off from the stunt she just pulled’

‘Oh mum, I don’t know what to do with this cyber nuisance on the loose, Van 
thought I could take a break that is why I am here’

‘Don’t worry darling, the case would soon become a past history.’

Mother and son talked for few more minutes before Brian left and as he had 
guessed earlier, Sunny made no attempt to bid him farewell. Anyways, she wasn’t 
happy to see him in the first place, so asking Sunny to bid him farewell is like 
asking a ballerina to dance on a moving roller coaster. It is simply impossible!!!

Brian zoomed back to CCMU and it was already past six in the evening, just as he 
had expected, the parking area was almost empty, even Van’s car was absent. 
Brian made a mental note to call Van and thank her for the day off and give her his 
mother’s cake.

‘See who can’t obey a simple order,’ Van’s voice startled Brian just as he was 
about entering the CCMU’s brainstorming room’.
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‘Good lord, you startled the hell out of me.’

‘Well that is a good thing since no one ought to even be in hell,’ Vanessa replied 
humorously. ‘I thought I asked you to take the day off which doesn’t include you 
coming back to CCMU today’, Vanessa continued half seriously.

‘Well I could have stayed back at my mum’s place if my sister wasn’t trying to be a 
bitch. Anyways, I have your favourite vanilla flavored velvet cake here, mummy 
said I should give it to you and to give you her regards.’

Van was for a minute pale. It looked like she just saw the fight of the Olympians 
and the Titans or maybe a witch riding on her broom. Brian thought maybe he had 
offended her with what he had said.

‘Van, I didn’t mean to offend you, did I say…’

‘Oh, you didn’t’, Vanessa interrupted before Brian could make any more apologies. 
‘It’s just that I am speechless and grateful at the same time. God knows I really 
love your mummy’s cakes. She makes the best cake I have ever eaten. Please give 
my regards to her’

‘It’s no problem. She likes baking and she likes people that eat her cake. By the 
way, I thought you had gone home because I didn’t see your car at the parking 
area.’

‘Yeah, it was behaving funny this morning, so I called my mechanic to come and 
check it out, but he insisted he had to tow it to his workshop. So I decided to stay 
back and do a couple of stuffs before going home.’

‘Alright then, since I am here, let us get to work and I will give you a ride home 
afterwards.’
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‘That will really be nice Brian and I really appreciate you but before we get to 
work, what is the deal between you and your sister. I don’t mean to interfere but it 
seems it is really eating you up’, Vanessa asked in a solemn tone, obviously trying 
not to be too curious and at the same time it is obvious she was curious. She just 
doesn’t want to be like the curious cat.

‘Actually, it’s really not a big deal. I’d rather not bother you with our silly issues’, 
Brian replied.

‘If you don’t mind, then I want to be bothered. You know you can always talk to me.’

‘Okay Van, if you insist. Actually Sunny and I have never been close from the 
beginning; I guess it must have been because of the difference in our age and 
Sunny’s delicate health issue. I was already in secondary school when she was 
twelve and was diagnosed with a lung disease and since I went to a boarding 
school there was really no way we could have been close. It was not obvious then. 
The only person she was really close to was dad; I think it has to do with her 
health and all. While she was growing up, she had many crisis and spends most of 
the time in the hospital but I don’t really know the full gist about that because I 
was mostly in school and when I am home she is mostly in her room resting.’

Brian paused to see if Vanessa was not getting bore already. The look on her face 
told him she was far from bored.

‘Sometimes she would try to talk to me but she stopped doing that when I came 
home for a particular break. I think she had had a bad relapse and it was 
compulsory for her to be placed on oxygen, so she has this portable cylinder with 
her every time and has tubes passed from it to her nose. When I got back from 
school and saw her like this, I really was shocked and I felt pity for her but I 
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discovered that it was like she never wanted anything to do with me. She became 
more withdrawn and wouldn’t even talk to me. She was really devastated when 
dad died. In fact, I thought she was never going to recover. She became so distant 
that no one could reach out to her. Mum had to invite a psychologist to help her 
deal with the trauma but she won’t just see anyone. After a while, she started 
living again and it was then that I noticed how much she hates my guts’, Brian 
concluded sadly.

‘Brian, do you mind if I say few things?’

‘Not really, you are free to talk.’

‘Alright, in my own opinion I think you are getting it all wrong. Sunny doesn’t hate 
your guts, she probably hates the fact that she doesn’t know you, I mean have a 
relationship with you. Look at it this way, there is the age gap and you are never 
home, there is the whole health issue, she probably feels guilty for being sick 
always and getting all your parents’ attention while you got sent to a boarding 
house.  She might even think you hate her for that. You are her brother but more 
like a stranger. You were never around, the only male figure in her life was your 
dad and that was probably why she got so close to your dad and his death was a 
big blow to her. You also didn’t help issues too, you moved out of the house not 
long after your father died, so the only opportunity of knowing each other was 
shattered when you left, so how do you expect her to see you as her hero?’ 

Brian seems lost in his thought for what seem like a lifetime. A small voice in his 
head told him that Van might just be right because that sounds like a reasonable 
explanation for her attitude. More so, Van has a degree in Child Psychology. 
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‘It’s like you know her so well. And you might just be right because I remember 
how much tantrum she displayed when I was leaving the house for my apartment, 
I felt she was just being her usual Sunny and wasn’t just interested in helping me 
move my stuffs. In fact while I was in secondary school, during my holidays she 
would come to me once in a while to explain stuffs to her but I never really had 
her time and after a while she just stopped coming totally. Maybe I am really the 
guilty party here.’

Van smiled and was glad she could help but deep down, she hoped she was 
correct.

Brian broke down in tears; it felt like the whole world was crumpling around him.

‘Come on, big boy, don’t do that. I have never seen you this way before so I am 
clueless on what to do. You will be fine dear but I think you should try to reach out 
to her before you both lose yourselves’, Van advised. Brian got up and hugged her. 
For a while, they remained that way with neither of them pulling back, after what 
seem like ages, Brian muttered his thanks and that was the end of their show of 
emotions.

‘Alright Van, I will do something. Let us get back to Pious and thrash this cyber 
lunatic out’, Brian said firmly.

Van resumed her serious and ready-to-work pose. ‘I actually did a little thinking, 
what if Pious is not actually a lunatic? What if there is actually something going 
with those networks she blocked?’ Van rambled more what ifs and Brian looked at 
her keenly.

‘Van you may or may not be right. Since what you said is a possibility, let us look 
more into those sites and see if something might actually be going on.’
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‘By the way, have you heard from Cade’, Van asked Brain

‘He called while I was away; he said he was yet to get the address of the Asian 
hacker. It seems like the guy doesn’t want to be found.’

‘I don’t blame him, the Police showed him hell the last time they had a hacker’s 
attack. They readily accused him; he had to help them find the real hacker so as to 
regain his freedom.’

Brian laughed at the memory of what Jude; an Asian retired hacker had gone 
through few months ago in the police den. The guy must now loathe the Police so 
much that he seem to have vanished off the surface of the earth. Jude had been to 
the prison about five times before he finally gave up on hacking. He now lives as a 
regular guy and does the regular simple hacking. 

‘Van, I really don’t understand why some people are computer maniacs. They seem 
to live on computer and just can’t do without it.’

‘It seems you know someone who is a computer freak’, Van eyed Brian carefully.

‘Speaking of computer maniacs, Sunny is one, she is always on the system. 
Mummy was just complaining few hours ago that she doesn’t even leave her room 
these days.’

‘Do you have any idea of what she does on her system?’

‘Van, I don’t even know what her system looks like. Dad got her the system and 
since then she has been a computer freak. Well, enough of my sister. Van I want 
you to look into Blue’s site and I will look into HFH’s site and see if there is 
something missing’, Brian gave out orders like he is the boss.
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Van didn’t respond as if she heard Brian speak. ‘Brian I think I will like to meet 
your sister. In fact, I will like to meet her very soon.’

Brian stared at Van for what seem like ages before replying her.

‘Alright, if that is what you want.’
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It is another bright new morning and Sunny sat by her window side looking at the 
wonderful and beautiful view of the city. This is one of the ways in which she likes 
spending her time when she is not on her system. Times like this, she misses her 
dad and wish she could turn the hands of the time back. She still doesn’t 
understand why her dad had to die soon. On another hand, she feels guilty for 
neglecting her mother though she never shows it. The thought of her brother left 
distaste in her mind and mouth. A knock interrupted her thoughts, she wondered 
who could be knocking since her door rarely gets knocked.

‘Who is there?’ 

The knock continued and no one answered. She thought of ignoring it but she 
changed her mind. Sunny grabbed a woolly yellow robe and left the window side to 
open the door with obvious displeasure at being disturbed in her territory.

The face she saw shocked her and she almost slammed the door back but it 
seems like her visitor was prepared for this reaction so before she could do so, 
her visitor used his long legs to stop the door from closing.

‘Hello Sunny’, her brother’s voice greeted her. What is more surprising is the fact 
that she had not seen him smile that much since God knows when.

‘Hi’, Sunny replied curtly
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‘I just wanted to see you, mum is busy with her students and I decided to come 
check on you, if you don’t mind’, Brian concluded, waiting for Sunny to tell him to 
go to hell.

‘Really? Since when did you start coming to my room to say hi? Anyways, you have 
said hi, so bye’. Sunny replied her brother dismissively.

‘Sunny don’t be like this, I thought we could just talk and…’

‘Heavens must be falling today Brian or what do you think? Did you just say talk? 
Seriously Brian could you just leave me alone. Why are you here early in the 
morning just to say hi? She asked one question after the other.

Brian was about answering when he noticed that Sunny was looking behind him 
like something was growing from his back. He turned slowly and he saw Van 
standing behind him

‘Oh’, Van said, ‘I am sorry to interrupt you guys but your mother wanted me to call 
Brian.’

‘Is this a joke or something? What on earth is the whole CCMU doing here this 
morning? Well that is not my business. Brian you heard her, so please go.’

 Sunny faced Brian and totally ignored Van.

‘Sunny, you could have at least said hi, this is…,’ Brian was obviously trying to 
scold Sunny for ignoring Van.

‘Brian just in case you don’t know, you and your friend are in my territory 
uninvited, so I don’t owe you or her any duty, if…’ Sunny was obviously ready to 
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blast Brian and from the look of things it might get out of hand. So Van stepped 
between brother and sister and offered her hands to Sunny.

‘Hi Sunny, I am sorry to barge into your privacy. I didn’t even know this is your 
territory until you said so. Hello, I am Vanessa Vim but you can call me Van. I work 
with Brian at CCMU and I am here to…’

Sunny interrupted Van, ‘Good morning Van and I am sorry for the earlier outburst. 
Nice meeting you’, she replied in a small voice. Brian was surprised; he has never 
heard Sunny apologise for anything or to anyone. Or could it be he is the only one 
Sunny gives attitude. 

‘No problem Sunny, I understand. I will get going now. Nice meeting you too. By the 
way, your brother told me you are a computer maniac, that is nice dear’, Van 
commented. Van was obviously trying to gain Sunny’s trust and Brian doubts if it 
would work.

‘It is no big deal, I just like the system,’ Sunny replied dismissively.

Brian left the two to answer his mother’s call when he was sure they won’t tear 
each other into pieces.

‘I had better follow Brian before I invade more on your privacy.’

Sunny nodded and continued staring at Van as she followed Brian. She obviously 
likes Van, at least for talking to her about her computers unlike her brother who 
never does so. Sunny remembered Van had said something about Brian telling her 
that she was a computer maniac. Does that mean Brian talks about me to others? 
She wondered. She decided to go downstairs and see if she could get more info 
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from Brian. Before she could tell herself it was not a good idea, she locked her 
door and raced downstairs as fast as her cylinder would allow.

Mother and son who were just cleaning up to the kitchen after the students had 
left were surprised to see Sunny. They looked at each other with uncertainty.

‘Sunny baby, do you want anything? I mean do you want to tell me something?’ 
their mother asked carefully not wanting to upset Sunny.

‘Good morning mum, she replied. You could just tell me where Van is?’ Her 
question surprised her mother and brother but before anyone could reply Van 
entered the living room from the dining room.

‘Oh Van, I was just looking for you.’

 Van’s face brightened.

‘I hope you are not looking for me to scold me again for coming to your room 
uninvited’, Van teased Sunny.

Sunny laughed and Brian was more surprised, he could swear that he has never 
seen Sunny laugh at him unless it was sarcastic.

‘Actually, I want to apologise again for my earlier behavior and to tell you that you 
are always welcome to my room anytime. In fact, if you don’t mind I could show 
you my room now…’

Brian made a surprising sound that interrupted Sunny. This is a whole new Sunny. 
His sister apologised to the same person twice within few minutes. The surprise 
and dismay across Brian face was small compared to their mother’s face. They 
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both wondered what could have made Sunny so polite and accommodating toward 
Van.

Van on her part was equally thrown off balance but she composed herself and 
tried not to let Sunny know because she knew that it took her the whole of her 
strength to start the conversation with her.

‘That would really be great we don’t really have to be in the office yet. If you don’t 
mind you can lead the way.’ Van tried to be as convincing as she could be so that 
Sunny doesn’t back out.

Brian was obviously sad; his sister is definitely not extending the invite. Madam 
Faulkner tried to intervene.

‘Sunny I think it is nice of you to show Van your room. Since I am done here and 
have no need for Brian, he could also see your room.’

To everyone’s dismay, she agreed.

‘No problem, Brian can come along if he wants to, though I doubt it. He has never 
shown any interest until this morning. Van come on, there is a lot to show you.’

Van tugged at Brian to follow her, his mother also pushed him to go. Brain made a 
mental note to appreciate Van for whatever she had done to make Sunny invite 
him to her room. 

‘Thanks Van’, he whispered and hugged her warmly. Van returned his compliment 
with a smile and they both left for Sunny’s room.

Madam Faulkner was obviously happy that her kids were patching up the lacuna 
between them finally or at least it seems so.
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Her door was opened so they didn’t bother to knock. Brian had always wondered 
how her room would look like but what he saw was far from his imagination.

Sunny’s room was as tidy as a room can be. Many drawings and paintings were on 
the wall and he wondered how she got them. ‘Wow’, Van exclaimed,’ your room 
looks so beautiful.’

‘I am glad you think so’, she replied grinning

‘Did you buy all these artworks?’

‘No, I painted all of it and I did the drawings myself too, though Dad helped with 
some.’

‘I didn’t know you could paint Sunshine’, Brian said unconsciously. He was 
mesmerized by the sight he saw. There were paintings and drawings of him, in 
facts lots and lots of them.

‘Well you know nothing about me, so don’t pretend you know me. I am not a 
computer maniac. I do other things but you are never around, so I don’t expect 
you to know.’

Sunny’s accusation stung Brian. She definitely knows how to make one feel guilty. 
He was so sad that he had neglected his sister for a very long time.

‘I am sorry Sunshine, I really am.
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Van watched as both siblings opened up to each other. Sunny was uncomfortable 
with her brother apologising.

‘Actually, it is no problem Brian, you can forget all that.’

Brian hugged Sunny and they held each other for what seem like forever.

‘You have so many portraits of me.’

‘Yeah.’

Sunny turned to Van. ‘Van let me show you my systems.’

‘Systems?’ Van asked 

‘Yeah, I have about four’, Sunny smiled sheepishly. ‘Maybe I am a computer maniac 
after all.’

 They all laughed and it felt good to be laughing. Sunny pressed a switch on the 
wall and it was like the wall opened and another part of the room came to sight. 
This part of the room had systems and some other gadgets

‘Sunshine, this looks like a mini CCMU, what do you do with all these and how did 
you get them?’

‘First of all, Daddy bought me a system for my tenth birthday. I got the second one 
when I came out well out of my surgery when I was fifteen. Daddy gave me to 
thank me for not dying; the third one belongs to Dad and the last one I stumbled 
upon when I was taking a computer repair lesson in Canada about two years ago. 
It was condemned and the owner didn’t want it again but I kind of fell in love with it 
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and I picked it up, dusted it and after a few repairs it came back to life’, Sunny 
concluded gleefully.

‘Wow’, was all Van could say

‘You guys are welcome to my cyber world but please try not to touch anything 
without my permission, we don’t want the aliens from my world crawling out’, she 
said jokingly.

‘Alright Sunny’, Van replied,’ but what exactly do you do with your systems. How 
good are you?’

Sunny paused for a while because this is the moment she has been waiting for.

‘As good as Woodycane, or maybe even better.’

On hearing Woodycane, Van and Brian exclaimed and Sunny smiled. Geez! She 
loves this look.
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Sunny loved the expression on their faces; this was exactly what she had hoped 
for. Van looked like she just saw the Gracchi brothers and Brian was simply 
shocked. Sunny savoured their shocked look while it lasted.

‘Okay, you both should try and close your mouth.’

‘Sunny this is a serious matter and I bet you know that already, will you please 
have your seat while you tell Van and I why you think you are as good as 
Woodycane and how for Pete’s sake do you know who Woodycane is?’

‘Big brother, I am not in CCMU and I have committed no crime, so try not to 
interrogate me and for Pete’s sake, it is possible I was just talking figuratively 
even though I am not. And seriously, tell me who does not know Woodycane and 
don’t forget you are talking to a computer maniac’, Sunny said with pride and 
feigned innocence.

‘Sunny I need you to tell me the truth; do you think you are actually as good as 
Woodycane or even half as good as he was?’ It was Van who asked Sunny the 
question this time. The woman doesn’t beat about the bush, does she?

Sunny looked at their faces, unsure of what they want to hear and how they would 
react if she were to tell the truth.  Something inside her told her to go ahead and 
let the cat out, another part of her doesn’t want the drama to be over just yet but 
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she knew that her Dad would actually want her to come out clean. More so, it 
seemed like Brian and Van were not going to leave until she answers, so it is 
better to do so.

‘To be sincere with both of you, I might be as good as Woodycane, more so dad 
was a good teacher.’

Brian swore under his breath. Van looked as composed as ever. The woman is not 
easily surprised.

‘Sunny that is really nice. I never knew you were that good’, Van commented. Brian 
looked at Van in total disapproval.

 ‘What do you mean by good? My sister just declared that she is better than one of 
the best hackers that ever lived and was never caught and you think that is nice?’

‘Hey brother, take it easy. I never said I am a hacker. But seriously I am good. 
After my heart surgery in Canada dad enrolled me for lessons on computer 
repairs and fortunately my tutor was Woodycane himself.  He took interest in me 
because he felt I had a better potential in handling computers and software than 
others. We got very close and he taught me so many things. I didn’t know he was 
Woodycane but I discovered his true identity while snooping on his system. He 
tried to deny it but later admitted that he was Woodycane and he made me swear 
never to release his identity. He had long given up on hacking and he was just a 
computer tutor. Anyway, the gist about Woodycane is a long one but that was how 
I got to know Woody. He personally declared that I was just as good as him and 
that I could do better than him.’

Van and Brian were astonished. Who would have thought Sunny has wined and 
dined with the Woodycane- the computer god.
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‘Sunny, do you think you can help us with Pious?’, Van asked.

Brian knew Van was a charmer and could get to anyone's heart but what 
surprised him most was how she had convinced Sunny to come and help them with 
Pious’ case. Speaking of heart, Brian knew Van has got his heart. He has deep 
feelings for her these days, feelings beyond partners at work or friends but he 
knew he has to tread carefully because he knows Van hates commitment. The 
word ‘date’ will definitely set her on her heels.

She was down that road years ago and had sworn never to go through that again. 
Sam Walker, Van's ex husband or almost husband had terrible plans for Van and 
was only getting married to her to use her further his plans. He thought he could 
use her get into CCMU. The only place he got to was jail.

Sam Walker was a very sweet and cool guy, even the few times Brian had met him 
he was convinced that he was the best guy for his friend- Van. No one saw through 
him, everyone fell for his lies. He is the type of guy who opens the car door for a 
lady, opens the mall door for a lady to step in. He buys gift without necessarily 
celebrating any occasion, he is sensitive to a fault. Always present when needed 
and very reliable and of course financially secured. One will wonder if he is an 
angel sent from heaven to Van. However his Dr. Jekyll turned to Hyde when Van 
overheard his conversation with a friend minutes before they were to be joined at 
the altar.
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Justina, Van's best friend who just flew in from a near country to best her 
childhood friend warned her from going to 'steal a kiss’ as she had romantically 
put it before working down the aisle. According to Justina who is a bit traditional, 
the groom and the bride must not see each other before they are joined at the 
altar so as to avert bad luck. Van refused and had dismissed Justina's belief with 
a wave of a finger. If she had known what awaited her maybe she wouldn't have 
gone because what she heard was a total bad luck and it brought the wedding to 
an end even before it started and that day Van's heart closed and the key was 
given to Hades.

If he doesn’t want to lose Van's friendship he must keep these new feelings of his 
under check.

With Sunny now on their team, he knew his problems are coming to an end. The 
strained relationship between Sunny and himself seem to keep getting better.

'Brian, is your mind here at all?' Sunny's voice brought him back to CCMU 
brainstorming room.

'Am sorry, so what were you saying?'

'I think the first thing you both should know is that there is truly more to what 
Blues does with his website.'

It was Van who replied first, ‘What do you mean there is more, are you suggesting 
that the freak is right?'

'Everybody knows Wright operates only a blog which helps teenagers, so what 
more?'
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Sunny looked at their faces and smiled, the fact that they don't know what she 
knows made her feel superior.

'The last time Pious pulled his stunt; I decided to hack into the site again...’

'What do you mean hack; it was already hacked and shut down, so how can you 
hack into it again?’ Brian was obviously confused now.

'Sweet brother, where one hacker's skill stops that is where another does begin. 
Woody's software is much more complex than what you can imagine. Initially, I 
found it difficult but within few hours, I was able to find an open window which 
Pious didn't block, either because he intentionally left it or he negligently left it. 
And don't look at me like that, it is something your MIT expert can never find with 
the kind of software you use here, no offense intended'

'None taken dear,’ Van replied, ‘please continue'

Brian remained quiet, totally astonished at what his sister could do. The ease with 
which she worked her way through the computer was astonishing.

'So I was able to use the window to enter into the site, I entered using a stealth 
mode, this makes me invincible to any one, that way the hacker can't know of my 
activities or CCMU. I resuscitated the site for a few hours and what I found was 
disgusting. Wright's site gives free access to many sexual immoralities but that is 
just the green beans in the fried rice. There is more ‘ 

She paused so as to allow that info sink in.
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They all watched with awe as Sunny punched a few buttons on her laptop and 
within few seconds the site came back online. 

'The thing is that by merely looking at this site it looks harmless. If you look 
carefully at the words italicized they are encodings but by merely looking at it you 
don't get to see that. So I tried to break through this.’ Sunny pressed a few more 
buttons and behold all the words turned to encrypted codes. They all opened their 
mouth in awe.

'Brian, call in our analysts and our MIT expert, I seriously can't believe what I am 
seeing. Tell them to stop whatever they are doing, they all need to see this’, Van as 
usual in her composed manner issued out directives. 'Sunny, you are totally 
amazing.’ 

Sunny smiled. Tell her what she doesn’t know already. Of course, she is amazing.

' What you will see next will amaze you more, just stay tuned'

Before the twinkle of an eye, it was like the whole CCMU had gathered in the brain 
storming room.

Sunny felt on top of the world, she liked the attention and respect she was getting.

'Sunny, please continue'

'This encryption is totally different from any of the ones we are used to. It took the 
combine knowledge of all I have ever learnt and known to crack it. I must tell you, 
this is a tough one. However, I was able to work through it and I found this...'

Sunny decrypted it and the real message was before everyone. For about two 
minutes no one could say anything.
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'Someone must be kidding me, this is unbelievable’, a voice broke the silence and it 
was like the voice broke the jinx on them all. Everyone started saying something at 
the same time and the whole room was thrown into confusion. The look on their 
faces was what Sunny had been waiting for, in fact it looked better than she had 
expected.

'Decorum please’, Brian's voice tore through the room and everywhere became 
calm bringing an end to Sunny's show but still she'd never forget their looks for a 
long time, in fact a very long time.

'Do you have any idea of how he gets these national secrets and who he sends 
them to?' Brian directed the question to his sister. 

'Wright had been exchanging matters of national security for many years to about 
three different terrorists. How he does this is the only thing I am not sure of. He 
must have an informant in the government and a computer geek who does this for 
him. This is no doubt his source of wealth but I definitely know the recipients of 
these messages.’

'Brian call in Cade, I need you both to call the Director. There is going to be an 
emergency meeting. We need to inform the police; Wright must be arrested and 
interrogated. This is a serious matter and let everyone in CCMU know that this 
matter must not leave the walls of CCMU until appropriate steps have been taken.'

Before Van could start giving another set of instructions, Sunny interrupted her. 'I 
think you should hear it all before you call in your director. There is more'

'What else?'
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'Has someone forgotten HFH?'

It was the chief analyst who spoke now.

'What about HFH, do you think there is a skeleton in their cupboard too?’

'I know there is'

‘Sunny, I think you should go slowly on this. Don't over exert yourself, we promised 
mum you won't over do it. You are almost pale, take a break then we can come for 
the second part’, Brian reminded Sunny. 

Sunny was definitely not pleased and was about to oppose Brian when Van put in, 'I 
think Brian is right, you should rest. We will be back in 15mins. Everyone should go 
back to their desks and come back in 15.'

Brian left along with Van to get themselves cappuccino and to get Sunny a bottle 
of water. None talked to each other; they were both stunned by what they had just 
discovered in the last few hours. This has been way more than they had ever done 
in about three months of their search for Pious. Sunny had done with ease what 
they had thought was a serious work. Brian was so proud of Sunny. 

She had been in and out of the hospital more times than anyone can count. Lots of 
sleepless night and one of the reasons why Brian had gone to a boarding house, 
the whole attention was always on Sunny. Sunny is truly a fighter, the disease was 
discovered early and their parents were wealthy enough to cover all her 
expenses. At a time they thought she had survived it but she suffered a relapse 
and went into coma for about 3months. When she came out of the coma the 
doctors discovered that her lung was extremely weak and she couldn’t breathe 
well on her own, she was then placed on oxygen. She had been on oxygen for more 
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than 10years; there is always her cylinder with her anywhere she goes. In spite of 
her challenges, she never gave up. She was home schooled and the rest she did on 
her own.

 'Brian, are you alright?'

Van's voice interrupted Brian's thinking. He cleared his throat before answering. 'I 
am good'

'That doesn't sound like you are good talk to me'

'I was just thinking about my sister, she is a blessing'

'A blessing is an understatement, she is a miracle'

'It just feels funny that she never told me about her discoveries, despite the fact 
she knew I was working on this case. I can't believe she hated me this much'

Van was touched and she moved towards Brian and hugged him to console him. 'I 
don't think it is hatred, she just was catching her fun. Do you think she agreed to 
help because I asked her? She agreed because of you. Your sister likes you more 
than you can imagine.'

Before Van could step out of Brian's embrace; Brian dropped a kiss on her 
forehead and murmured words of endearment. Van was surprised and before she 
could react, someone cleared her throat behind them to get their attention.

'You both can like to put a hold on that, it's past 15minutes and everyone is waiting 
for you and I personally can't wait to uncover another secret'

'I am sorry Sunny; we will be on her way'
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'Please bring me a bottle of water while you are coming', Sunny added, ‘at least by 
then, you will both be able to make a G rated appearance.' With that Sunny left 
them

'Brian let us go and we will talk about what just happened here’

Brian knew he had overstepped their friendship boundary; he had been 
emotionally unguarded when Van had offered to console him.

They both returned to the brainstorming room and Brian murmured their 
apologies for running late when it seemed like Van was not going to offer any. 

'HFH is not innocent; the technique Pious used in hacking their site is similar to 
that used in hacking Wright's site, so I bypassed it with ease. HFH is truly an 
orphanage home as it had claimed but what we don’t know is that the girls from 
the Home are sold into Italy as sex slaves. Anyway not all the girls,  but those who 
are very beautiful amongst them.'

Sunny opened some pages on the site; everyone watched how she bypassed all the 
passwords with ease. It was like this was a norm to her. After few clicks the page 
came open, the page showed in full the transaction between HFH and some 
unknown organizations.

Everyone was amazed and shocked.

'HFH truly send their wards abroad at least they publicize that part but no one get 
to hear anything after. We all assume that the kids are abroad studying'

'This country is rotten and smelly', Sunny added before shutting down her system. 
'And that is all I have for now'
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Everyone in the room gave Sunny a standing ovation. When silence returned to the 
room again, Van gave out orders. She still couldn't keep the earlier 'event'- as 
she'd like to call it -out of head.

'Brian, call in the director and any other necessary person. We need to have an 
emergency meeting before handing this issue to the police because it is beyond a 
cyber crime'

Brian left to do what Van had ordered but not before dropping a kiss on his 
sister's cheek who looked totally happy.

'Sunny, I appreciate you and I am sure the whole CCMU does. You and the Analysis 
department should work together to do whatever remains. We will appreciate if 
you can work with them, so that they can have a copy of all these evidence'

And just within a day, Sunny brought joy to CCMU and everyone seems to have 
forgotten totally about Pious. All were now angry at Wright and HFH for deceiving 
the public by hiding behind a sheepskin while they were more dangerous than 
wolves.

Within few hours the director came, they had a closed door meeting for about 
three hours. Sunny was also in the meeting since none of the discoveries could 
have happened without her, though she looked exhausted she still managed to 
answer few questions thrown at her for clarification. After a while, against her 
protest, Brian begged to be excused along with his sister. She had obviously over 
stressed herself and he couldn't risk their mum getting angry. The director 
excused them, but not before he had ordered the police to arrest Wright and the 
director of HFH.
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They never got Sunny to tell them who Pious was. She had made them promise 
before she decided to help them that she was not going to help them arrest Pious, 
She said something about not interested in breaking some CYBERWORLD code of 
respect. She, however, helped them to shut him down and promised that if Pious 
was to ever disturb the country again, she was personally going to help them with 
the arrest. 

Despite all pleas, she refused to work for CCMU but she kind of became a 
consultant and that way she helped them upgrade their operations and software 
so as to be able to function properly in detecting any cybercrime. She became so 
close to Van and Brian and it was like they were never enemies. Brian was working 
desperately on the newly developing feelings between himself and Van but for now 
they were all happy that the Cyber Nuisance riddle has been solved and the 
culprits were going to be punished for their crimes. The things people would do 
for money , power and fame.

Brian just got back from his mother’s house where he had gone to pay Sunny a 
visit, just as he was about to take a nap, his phone beeped and he got an alert, 
‘CODE BLUE, NEW CYBERCRIME, RETURN TO WORK…’ 
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I appreciate you for taking time to read my story. This is my first novella and I 
hope it was worth your time. I would really love to hear from you, the email 

address is; lawladdie@gmail.com

I also appreciate my number one reader- Oluwatobi Oyekan and all those who 
read the manuscript of the novella in its unedited form without minding the 

blunders and errors. I must drop a few names to this effect- Folasire Bukola, 
Ikumelo Kayode, Michael Pelumi and Taiwo Tomisin. 

I must appreciate Mrs. Ayorinde F.B. (BGS Idi-Ishin) for taking time to edit this 
work and refine it. God bless you ma.

ALL ERRORS ARE MINE AND MINE ONLY.
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